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ABSTRACT

Total-neutron cross sections of the heavy and act in ide nuclei 1B1Ta, l 9 / A u , 2 3 Z T h ,
233Us 235Uf 23b(j^23 9pu a n d 2-tOpu w e r e m e a s u r e d f r o m 30 keV to 4.8 HeV. The exper i -
mental procedures'emphasized a high consistency of the measured data. Systematic un-
cer ta in t ies , excluding those associated with sample masses, were £0.5% and s t a t i s t i -
cal uncertaint ies were typ ica l l y <\.0l. At low energies at tent ion was given to reson-
ance se l f -sh ie ld ing ef fects. The experimental resul ts are in good agreement wi th
2 3 2Th, 233U and 23°U data previously reported from th i s laboratory and at higher ener-
gies with the comparable values reported by Foster and Glasgow1, excepting 2lt()Pu
which was not studied in the l a t t e r work. The measured tota l -cross-sect ions were i n -
terpreted i n terms of a spherical opt ical model and a deformed coupled-channels model.

[Total neutron cross sect ion, 0.03-4.8 HeV, 1B1Ta, 1 9 7An, 2 3 2 Th , 2 3 3 U , 2 3 5 U , 2 3 8 U , 2 3 9 P u , 2 " °Pu . ]

INTRODUCTION

The measurement of total-neutron cross sections
i s a s t ra ight forward task using conventional t rans-
mission techniques that are inherently sel f normali-
zing and employ re la t i ve ly simple equipment. This
is pa r t i cu la r l y so when, as in the present work,
energy-averaged cross sections are determined. In the
l a t t e r cases the to ta l cross sections are deduced from
the energy-average transmission of neutrons through
the sample,

= <exp(-rw(E))>. (1)

However, f i ne energy-dependent structure may be pres-
ent and then the average transmission yields the
average cross section, <a>, only to the extent that
the exponential of Eq. 1 can be approximated by the
l inear term, l -no(E), at a l l energies. This implies
samples that are su f f i c i en t l y t h i n so that ia(E)
« 1 at a l l energies.

In view of the s imp l ic i ty of techniques involved,
i t is surpr is ing that large discrepancies and/or
omissions pers ist in total-neutron-cross-section
data. 2* 3 The s i tuat ion is fur ther complicated by the
frequent and erroneous in terpreta t ion of reported ex-
perimental total-neutron cross sections as " t rue"
average total-neutron cross sections, <J> , when they
are often "e f fec t i ve" average cross sections, ° e f f ,
obtained at room temperature f o r a specif ic sample
thickness v ia the inversion of Eq. 1 ; i . e . ,

An improved knowledge of total-neutron cross sections -'
of heavy nuclei is desirable fo r a number of techno-
logical reasons. Such data are the essential envelope
of evaluated data sets to which the individual par t ia l :
cross sections must conform. The potential accuracy
of tota l -neutron cross sections often can guide the
evaluation of par t ia l cross sections. The to ta l -neu-
t ron cross section is often one of the most unambigu- :

ous model-calculable quant i t ies ( e . g . , using the op-
t iona l model) and thus i t s precise provision can guide
the choice of models essential fo r the extrapolation
and in terpo la t ion of measured data in the act inide
region where rad ioact iv i ty and/or sample problems make
e x p l i c i t measurements d i f f i c u l t or even impossible.
I t was the objective of the present work to provide '•
accurate and in terna l ly consistent total-neutron cross
sections in the heavy and act inide region and to ex- j
amine t h e i r systematics and the model impl icat ions. j

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES AND METHODS

The measurements consisted of the determination
'of the average transmission of a col l imated neutron
beam through the heavy-nuclide samples. A l l the
measurements employed fast-neutron t i m e - o f - f l i g h t
techniques at the Argonne National Laboratory Fast
Neutron Generator (FNG) in one of two modes. In the
"monoenergetic" mode ve loc i ty spectra were in terpreted
to define the primary source and control background
with the incident-neutron energy and resolut ion de-

j f ined by the neutron source. In the second "pseudo-
white" mode the incident neutron energy and reso lu-
t i o n was determined from the measured neutron f l i g h t
times and f l i g h t paths using a pseudo-white neutron
source. In both modes the 7 L i (p ,n ) 7Be react ion pro-
vided the pulsed neutron source wi th proton bursts of
z In sec at a repe t i t i on rate of 2HHz (monoener-
get ic) or 0.5 MHz (whi te) . The monoenergetic mode was
employed from = 200 keV-to 4.8 KeV with inc ident -
neutron energy spreads of 40-120 keV. At lower ener-
gies the white mode was used w i th a pseudo-white
source-energy spread of =? 250 keV. ;

I A shield and co l l imator placed about the neutron
'source defined a neutron beam at a zero-degree reac-
t i o n angle having a diameter i n the range x 0.5 -
1.0 cm. j

I !
i The Ta, Au, Th, ^U, 235Uf 238Uj 239pu a n d 2<*oPu
measurement samples were a l l r ight -c i rcu lar metal l ic
cylinders with densities ranging from 0.067 at/b (Th)
jto 0.100 at/b (Ta). The actinide samples were iso- ,
ftopically enriched to between 93.18% (23;>U) and :

199.765! (233U). The Ta, Au, Th and Z38U ( i . e . , U) i
jsaraples were elemental. Highly active samples were
canned in 0.025 cm thick stainless steel shel ls. ;
Chemical inpurit ies were negligible., During measure-
ment periods the samples were placed & 160 cm from
the neutron source, on the collimated beam axis and
with neutrons incident on the cylinder bases. •

: Seven samples and a void (or empty can) were .1
mounted on an eight position wheel which rotated at i
~ 3 rpm in a stepping manner alternately placing \
samples and void in the neutron beam. Eight t ime-of-
f l i g h t spectra were obtained correlated with the :
sample and void positions of the wheel. Thus the •
icumulative spectra were a sum of a large number of i
h'ndividual short measurements made in rapid sequence. !
As a consequence any fluctuations of the source i n - :

tensity were averaged out thus avoiding the conven- j
t ional source monitor employed in the more usual ;
jsamplj!-in,_5ample-out^measurement technique. A number j
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of samples were referenced to the same void position,
thereby increasing the efficiency of the system by
nearly 50% relative to the usual "in-out" method.
Since the samples see essentially identical source
configurations improved measurement consistency can be
expected.

A hydrogenous sc in t i l l a t ion detector was used at
energies above z 1 MeV.2 The detector was placed
z 780 cm from the source and associated pulse-shape-
sensitive c i rcui t ry reduced the ir-ray sensit iv i ty. At
lower neutron energies, and extending up to z 2 MeV,
a "Black Neutron Detector" (BriD)" was used. This de-
vice has a high low-energy efficiency with neutron de-
tection down to z 10 keV. However, stat is t ical and
background considerations set a lower-energy l imi t of
30-40 keV in the present measurements. A random-event
pulser, time correlated with the pulsed-neutron
source, was added to the detector signal.5 This test
pulse clearly determined the dead-time perturbations
of the entire measurement system. These were usually
< IS and rarely exceeded 231. ;

i \

Data acquisition and processing was with an on- ',
' l ine computer system.6 This system not only proper-
ly correlated samples and detector response but also
processed the incoming information in "real time" so
as to provide continuously updated total-cross-sec-
t ion results. This procedure not only improved the
experimental efficiency but also provided for a con-

it inual monitoring of experimental progress.

1 Generally, measurements were made in two sample
sets with Th, U and a carbon-reference sample common
to both sets. Each set contained a void or empty
stainless-steel container posit ion, as appropriate,
for the determination of the primary beam intensity.
The carbon-reference sample provided a verif ication
of system performance and established the energy
scale and energy resolution using well known carbon
resonances.7 The carbon total cross sections result-
ing from the present measurements generally agreed
with those of ENDF/B-V to within a 0.5%.y Energy

;calibrations for the lower-energy "white" spectrum
imeasurements were established by observation of well ;

known neutron resonances in i ron . 7

DATA CORRECTIONS

Corrections associated with neutron inscattering,
(transmission through collimator walls and transmiss-
i o n through the a i r of the void, and for the isotopic
jcomposition of the samples were considered and found
I negligible. However, resonance self-shielding in the
'unresolved resonance region was a major concern. The
jsamples were relat ively large, therefore, the uncor-
irected experimental result is the effective, oe f f ,
(total-neutron cross section for the particular sample
thickness at a nominal temperature of 293°K. The
problem of resonance self-shielding in the unresolved
resonance region is well known in the interpretation
of neutron capture-cross-section measurements and is
usually considered together with neutron-scattering
perturbations. Analytical approximations for such
corrections have been described by Schmitt,8

Dresner,9 and Macklin. l u Similar corrections using
JMonte-Carlo techniques have been applied by Bogard and
iSemler,11 Mi l ler and Poenitz12 and Froehner.13 De-
ta i led self-shielding attention has not been widely
given to total-neutron cross sections despite the fact
that the self-shielding effects can be large as i l l u - •
strated, for example, in the context of structural j
materials, by Smith et a l . 1 * In the structural region '
a few very-high resolution results are available from ,
which to determine quantitative self-shielding cor-
rections. In the mass-energy region of the present i
work such high-resolution data does not exist and j
approximations used at lower energies8*13 are not |

generally applicable." Simple model estimates indicate
that self-shielding perturbations in the present con-
text may exceed the experimental uncertainties even
above 200 keV. The situation is i l lust rated by the
2abU example of Fig. 1. The potential cross section
obtained from the hard-sphere model with i<4, for
example used by Froehner,13 exceeds the total neutron
cross section above =^50 keV.The self-shielding
effect should be sensitive to the differences between
total and potential cross sections; i . e . , to the f luc-
tuating cross section, and is thus underestimated.
Calculations using restr icted angular momenta, £<2,
e . g . f i l l e r and Poenitz^) and r e a c t o r COdes (e .g . .
MC* )are not much better as they tend to under-
estimate the potential scattering by only small
amounts.

For the present work a Monte-Carlo sel f -shie ld-
ing code was developed. I t is based upon the single-
level Breit-Wigner formulation of the resonances and
a potential cross section derived from the optical
model.

,1 I I I II I I I
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Fig. 1. Comparison of measured and calculated neutron
total and potential-scattering cross sections of 2 3 8U
as discussed in Sec. Ill of the text.
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with n • e"^1* ' between the resonance parameters and
the complex optical model phase sh i f t , 6, as derived
by Moldauerlb one obtains

"pot ~? (1"Ren "tot ~T tn(1"T)

where T = 1- |n|2 is the optical model transmission
coefficient. The potential cross section derived from
Eq. 5 is compared with measured and calculational val-
ues in Fig. 1. *

Eqs. 4 and 5 were used to determine resonance
parameters and potential cross sections for use in
Eq. 1. Level spacings were calculated from the
Fermi-gas model level density formula

p(E,J) = C . (20+1) exp - (6)

where C is the constant for normalization to experi-
mental values in the low eV range. The spin-cut-off
factor, a, and temperature constant, a, are discussed
in the l i terature (e.g. , see Refs. 17-19). A Wigner
distr ibut ion was assumed for the level spacings and a
Porter-Thomas distr ibut ion for the width f luctuation.
An optical potential with a volume-imaginary term was
used with parameters adjusted to give good representa-
tions of the total cross sections in the 20-300 keV
range and of the low-energy potential scattering cross
section. The calculation was inclusive of up to four
inelastic scattering channels. Doppler broadening was
taken into account using the * and x functions of Ref.
20 in Eq. 1 instead of 1/(1+X2) and 2X/(1+X2) terms.

: i
The result ing calculated sel f-shielding correct-

ions were small for 233U and 2H\i (<i% above 40 keV),
of intermediate size for 23<!Pu, 2"°Pu and Th (<3-5%
above 40 keV), and substantial fo r U, Au and Ta
(<7-14% above 40 keV). The present correction for Au
agrees very well in the 40-50 keV range with the re-
sul ts of calculations by Schneider and Froehner21 fo r
samples of s imi lar thickness. The present results are
also in good agreement with the sample-thickness de-

ipendence of transmissions of neutrons through Ta ob- •
served by Byoun and Block.22 j

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS !

! The results of the present measurements are out- :
j l ined in Fig. 2. These values are corrected for sel f -
shielding and these corrections, as noted above, can

,be substantial in some cases. Therefore these cor-
rec t i on factors are a matter of continuing experimen-
t a l and calculational study. The s ta t i s t i ca l uncer-
j ta in t ies in the measured cross sections are typ ica l ly
1% for Ta, Au, Th, 233U, 23SU and U above 100 keV and
2X for 239Pu and 2<tl)Pu and for a l l samples below 100 ;
keV. Uncertainties due to sample densities were e s t i -
mated to be 0.5-1.0% excepting 21t0Pu where the meas- :
ured density was 78% that of the 239Pu sample. The i
measured density of the 21(l)Pu sample was believed j
known to 1% but i t was not possible to destroy the
sample to ver i fy i t s homogenity.

The present results are in very good agreement
with U and 233U values and in resbnable agreement
with Th results recently measured at th is
Laboratory.23>3»2 Extensive comparisons with
other previously reported values are not possible
here. However, comparisons with the data of Foster
and Glasgow1 are of part icular interest as these pre-
viously-reported results include a l l but one of the
present samples, appear internal ly consistent and the
energy range extends frorc well wi th in that of the pre-
sent measurements to much higher energies of part icu-
la r interest from the point of view of model deriva-

tions. The Foster and Glasgow data are also shown in
Fig. 2. In these comparisons averages of the results
of Ref. 1 are used consisting of ten values at the
lower energies, decreasing to four at the highest
energies. The agreement between the two sets of data
for Au, 2-»-<U, 2Jbu, U and 2 ^Pu is generally good,

•e.g., better than 1%, in the medium-range of overlap.
There is some tendency for the data of Ref. 1 to be
sl ight ly lower at low energies and the present values
tend to scatter more at thei r higher-energy extreme.
The Ta and Th results of Ref. 1 appear to d i f f e r in
normalization from those of the present work by
=1-3%.

I t is well known that a deformed optical model is
more suitable for the description of many features of
the neutron interaction with strongly deformed targets
than is the simple spherical optical model. This is
expected to be true of the representation of the
total-neutron cross section although that cross sec-
t ion is not as sensitive to the details of the inter-
action as some of the part ia l cross sections. I t has
been shown, e .g . , by Glasgow and Foster,2l> that glo-
bal-spherical-optical potentials are not part icular ly
suitable for describing the total-neutron cross sec-
tions in regions of strong deformation. Much improved
descriptions in these regions have been obtained using
couupled-channels models, e .g . , Z u f f i , 2 5 Madland and
Young.26

; Seven of the eight nuclei studied in the present
work are strongly deformed with similar deformations,
6, varying from 0.248(Th) to 0.287(233U).27 A model
suitable for the description of the relevant t o t a l -

Ineutron cross sections was sought based upon the pre-
sent measured data, extended to h-igher energies using
the results of Foster and Glasgow1; i . e . , the data
base shown in Fig. 2. I n i t i a l l y , spherical-optical-
madel parameters were chosen by a simultaneous f i t to
the experimental total-neutron cross sections of Ta,
23du, 23=>U, U and 2 ^ p u . The resulting potential
parameters are given in Table I . The total-neutron
cross sections of the remaining three nuclei were
then calculated in a straightforward manner using the
derived potential parameters. The spherical-potential

iparameters of Table I are rather conventional. The
[absorption is somewhat outside the mean real radius as
!often suggested2" and the magnitude of the parameters
are similar to those frequently reported in the.
l i te ra ture . An exception is the rather narrow and
deep surface absorption term but i t s effective
strength, W*a, is again re lat ively conventional.
The results obtained with th is spherical potent ia l ,
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, are in good agreement with the
measured values excepting those for Au. The la t te r
exception is expected as the spherical potential is a
parameterization of total-neutron cross sections in a
deformed nuclear region and should not be suitable for :
the spherical exception, Au. I

i Recently, Guenther, et a ! . , 2 9 bave deduced a :

icoupled-channels model for the description of the neu-
!tron interaction with 23BU giving part icular attention
to neutron scattering processes. This model was used
to calculate total-neutron cross sections of Th and

! i ' t0Pu including the consideration of deformation with
jthe results shown in Figs. 2 and 3.3U Fig. 3 also
!shows a 2ltUPu result obtained with the coupled-chan-
jnels model of LaGrange and Jary.3 1 The description
!of the total-neutron cross sections obtained with the
icoup.led-channels model is marginally better than that
[obtained with the above simple spherical optical
(parameterization. The coupled-channels model is far
;more suitable when dealing with some of the part ia l -n
eutron-reaction channels (part icular ly scattering)29

jand consideration of these same part ia l reaction
^channels might well a l ter the above choice of a j
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FIGURE 2.

Measured and calculated total-neutron cross sec-
tions of Ta, Au, Th, 233U, "^U, U, 239Pu and
2M0Pu. The present measured values are indicated
by circular data points, those of Ref. 1 by star-

shaped data points. Curves indicated the results
of spherical and deformed optical-model calcula-
tions as outlined in Sec. IV of the text.

I
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spherical parameterization, in addition, a properly
chosen coupled-channels model has the desirable capa-
b i l i t y of concurrently treating both spherical nuclei

!and nuclei of various deformation not a characteristic
of the spherical parameterization as i l lustrated by
the above Au total-neutron cross sections.

' TABLE I . Spherical-Optical-Potential Parameters8

' Real Potential

V ' 45.308-0.100 E(MeV)-24.0 (N-Z)/A, MeV
1/3

R •= 1.285 A +0.3.F ;

a - 0.467.F

Imaginary Potential0

W - 26.245tQ.427 E(MeV)-12.0 (N-Z)/A, MeV

1/3
i R * 1.403 A +0.3.F

I a - 0.131.F

• Spin-orbit Potential

VSQ=7.0, MeV

aUnderlined quantities were determined from
I fitting procedures.

; Saxon form.

cSaxon derivative form.

Thomas form.

I 1 i i i 1 1 1 \ I i i i 1 1 1

I LJ.
NEUTRON ENERGY.MEV

I
Fig. 3. Measured and calculated tots!-neutron cross
sections of 2 I )0Pu. The present measured values are
indicated by circular data points. Other symbols and
the curve denote the results of calculations as ;

described in Sec. IV of the text . -|

The present experimental results give new def in i -
t ion to the total-neutron cross sections in a techno-
logical ly important mass-energy region with particular

Uttent ion to measurement accuracy, consistency of
measured values and the effect of often ignored and
frequently substantial self-shielding corrections.
The result is a precise total-neutron cross section
data base that should bring improved accuracies to
important evaluations Jnd better def ini t ion to the-
oretical models.
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